
Dear Patient,
We hope you are having a wonderful transition into Autumn. It is time to enjoy our re-emerging freedom of 
movement. Finally we are back to life. Now is the time to give your skin a fresh new look.

Safety is a something that concerns us all, be it in our daily lives 
and of course when it comes to medical procedures even more so. 

You may have read in the recent news of the heartbreaking side 
effects that the CoolSculpting treatment had on the beautiful 
supermodel Linda Evangelista, a fat freezing procedure to reduce 
unwanted fat deposits under the chin.

“We used to offer CoolSculpting for a short while a couple of years 
ago. Admittedly, I was suckered into the marketing pitch. Not for 
long though. We were never sold on whether it truly works nor its 
safety.” Dr Michael Prager.

It is natural for you to wonder, what is the safe alternative? 
Fortunately, we have the answer. Fat dissolving injections such as:

• Kybella
• Aqualix
• Belkrya
• Lipostabil

These are all much more effective, better value for money and far 
safer options. 
We have done Fat dissolving injections for various medical and 
cosmetic reasons since 2004 with fantastic results and minimal 
downtime but most importantly, zero risk.

The Prager Clinic doctor: Dr Lizzie Tuckey conducting the Belkrya 
treatment on Melanie. She had four treatments over five months, 
with six or more weeks between them.

We would like to invite you to come 
for a consultation with Dr Michael 
Prager or Dr Lizzie Tuckey. We will 
come up with a plan that suits you 
for how we can get rid of some 
of your unwanted stubborn fatty 
deposits that might have bothered 
you for a long time already. 

Fat Dissolving injections are prices:
Chin: £495 per session
Body: £395 per vial, a vial usually 
treats an area the size of your 
hand. Stomach for instance would 
start with 2 vials per treatment 
session.
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